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COUEGE OF BUSINESS 
UNlVERWtl OF UTARA 
M U Y S I A  - 
Banks ploy o significant rok in the economy, moking up one of the MggestprovMer ofservices in the lndonesio economy. Hence, providing better service quality 
ond pbnning morketing strotegic ore vital os bonks hove to compete far aWomers This reseorch explores the impcct of relotionship service ~uolih, ond 
morketing on customer byolty in bonking context. A survey of curtoinen rrfaDnCIng sector, Nonggm Aceh Dorussolam province, lndonesio wos conducted to 
determine the signwnce ond influence of the underpinning of thCm&Wuh@seNiceS qmlity such as tongibles, reliobility, responsivenerr. empothy, arruronce 
ond the rehionship of strotegic morketing likely strotegk ma* on p d W ,  st-k marketing on price, strategic morketing on locotion don strotegic 
morketing on promotion. A tot01 of 75 of usobk questionnoire were obtdnJ?mi 0.MPalqflaD questionnaires' distributed. The finding show thot the 011 voriobks 
namely tongibks, reliobility, responsiveness, empothy, assumnce, stmtegk mwkezlna on product, strotegic mo&eting on price, strategic morketing on locotion 
don Notegk morketing on promotion were important m deteminina ond i@bedng customers loyalty since the results of the research showed that customen 
Ioyohy ore rehed to 011 voriobks namely tongibles, reliobiiity, r e s ~ r v s s ,  e W y ,  ossumnce, strategic morketing on product. strotegic morketing on price, 
strategic morketiw on locotion don strategic marketing on protmtbn, thcreforc bonk nee& to consider these foctors ond provide customers loyohy other 
facilities that ore essentiolr for attracting customers. 
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-g ustorner loyalty in banking has been a major concern to practitioners due te sewn competition and htgher customer expectations. Customer loyalty is 
cons~dered a vital link and aspiration to organizational success, profit and burl- performance (Oliver, 1997; Reichheld and Sasser, 1990; Reichheld, 
1993; Sheth and Pa~atiyar, l995). Sel~n et al. (1987) state that, .those consumers that demonsbate the greatest levels of loyalty toward the product, or 
service activity, tend to repurchase more often, and spend more monef. Thus, loyal curtomen do not only increase the value of the business, but also enable 
business to maintain costs lower than those associated wfth attracting new  sto om^. Momover, loyalty rather than satisfaction is becoming the number one 
stmtegic goal in todafs competitive business environment (Olhrer, 1999). 
One of the ways to enhance customer loyalty in banking b by WIN on offering excellent m - c e s  and meeting the needs of customer. Banks need to have a 
good understanding of their customer behavior so that appmate mac-lceting strata&sdkected towards relationship building and customer retention can be 
developed. As a result, a great deal of research attention has foewed on the identificatioll Of effective methods of actively enhancing loyalty, induding loyalty 
programs such as point reward schemes (Lach, 2000). Loyalty programs *create a reluctma to defect" by rewarding the customer for repurchasing from the 
organization (Duffy, 1998). Hierto, in recent years, customer loyalty in banking has received increasing attention from academic researchers worldwide 
(Caruana, 2002; Ball, CoeUlo & Machas, 2a24; Beerli, Martin and Qui ina,  2004). It is Important to banks to adequately monitor their customer loyalty 
programs, bank management need to be knowledgeable of the drivers of customer byalty in retail banking industry. This is the main impetus of doing thii 
research. 
Thus, the objective of this study is to examine the causal relationships of sevefal antecedents of customer loyalty in the context of retail banking in Nanggroe 
Aceh Darussalam, Indonesia. This paper is structured as fdbws. First, we review the service qual i i  and marketing literature on the antecedents of customer 
loyalty. Next, we present the research framework, methods, measures and findings Finally, the results were discuss4 in terms of itr contribution to the 
upgrading of banking services and recommendations for future research. 
CUSTOMER LOYALTY 
Until the 197Us. loyalty was understood as repeat purchase behavior, primarily considering repeat purchase cycles (Bas 1974). Following that, a behavioral 
approach toward explaining purchase patterns emerged. Among the first proponents of such a behavioral approach was Jawby (1973, 1978). Loyalty was 
defined as a biased (nonrandom) repeat purchase of a specifK brand (from a set of alternatives) over time by a consumer, using a deliberate evaluation process 
(Jacoby and Kyner 1973). later, Jacoby and thestnut (1978) note that the beiii, affect, and intention structure of a consumer must be examined in order to 
analyze loyalty. Despite these seminal works, there is still no universal agreement on the definition of loyalty (Dick and Basu 1994; Jacoby and Chestnut 1978; 
Oliver 1999; Uncles, Dowling, and Hammond 2003). According to Undes et al. (2003). three popular conceptualizations of loyalty exist: loyalty as an attitude that 
leads to a relationship with the brand; loyalty expressed mainly in terms of revealed behavior; and buying moderated by the individual's chatacteristia, 
circumstances, and/or the purchase situation. We use Olivefs (1997) definition, because it includes both attitudinal and behavioral aspects of loyalty. Oliver 
(1997) defines loyalty as a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product or service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive 
same-brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts that have the potential to cause switching behavior. He 
introduces a four-stage loyalty model, implying that different aspects of loyalty do not emerge simultaneously, but rather consecutively over time (Oliver 1999). 
More than a clarification, this model extends the loyalty sequence *cognitive-affective-conative" by including an observable behavior, for example actual 
purchase behavior. At each loyaltystage. different factors influencing loyalty can be detected. 
~t this stage, consumer loyalty Is determined by information relatlng to the offering, such as price. quality, and so forth. It is the weakest type of loyalty, since it 
is directed at costs and benefits of an offering and not at the brand itself. Therefore, consumers are likely to switch once they perceive alternative offerings as 
being superior wlth respect to the cost-benefit ratio (Kalyanaram and W e  1994; Sivakumar and Raj 1997). Cognitive loyalty is influenced largely by the 
consumef s evaluative response to an experience, in particular to the perceived performance of an offering relative to price (= value). 
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Affective loyalty relates to a favorable attitude towards a specific brand. Attitude itself is a function of cognition (e.g., expectation). Satisfaction is a global affect - ~ - 
evaluation or feeling state which can be predicted from perceived performance as the cognitive component of the evaluation (Oliver 1993; Phillips and 
Baumgartner 2002; Westbrook and Oliver 1991). Expectancy confirmation leads to satisfaction, which in turn effectuates affective loyalty (Bitner 1990). Oliver 
(1997) defines satisfaction as "the consumer's fulfillment response, the degree to which the level of fulfillment is pleasant or unpleasant." Affective loyalty is 
also subject to  deterioration, caused primarily by an increased attractiveness of competitive offerings (Sambandam and Lord 1995) and an enhanced liking for 
competitive brands. This can be, for instance, conveyed through imagery and association used in wmpetiiive communications (Oliver 1999). 
Conative loyalty implies that attitudinal loyalty must be accompanied by a desire to intend an action, for example repurchase a particular brand. I t  is stronger 
than affective loyalty, but has vulnerabilities as well. Repeated delivery fallures are a particularfy strong factor in  diminishing conative loyalty. Consumers are 
more likely to try alternative offerings if they experience frequent service failures. Even though the consumer is conatively loyal, he has not developed the 
resolve t o  avoid considering alternative offerings (Oliver 1999). 
Action control studies imply that not all intentions are transformed into action (Kuhl and Beckmann 1985). The three previous loyalty states may result in a 
readiness to act (in this case, to buy). This readiness is accompanied by the consumer's willingness to search for the favorite offering despite considerable effort 
necessary to do so. Competitive offerings are not considered as alternatives. Despite the many attempts to consider selected links between different loyalty 
phases, rebtivety little empirical research has been conducted on testhg the total four-stage loyalty model. Our study tries t o  fill that void by empirically testing 
Oliver's (1997) loyalty model and possible moderators affecting the links between the loyalty phases in a retail setting. 
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LOYAL CUSTOMERS 
Customers who are loyal according to Gr.Min (2002: 31) has characteristrts including: (1) make a purchase re-seacar regularly, (2) buy out the product line / 
sewlces, (3) invites another person, (4) i n d i t e s  immunity from the pull of competitors. Understanding customer loyalty 1s not only seen from the t r a m i o n  
just or repeat sales. Griffin (2003: 23) promoted seoarang there are some features wuld be considered loyal customers. Among others: 
a. Makes rugular repeat purchase 
b. Purcase across product lines and servise 
c. Refers others 
d. Demonstrates in immunity to  the pull nof the competition 
Loyal customers are loyal to  their bank customers. Griffin (2002: 13) suggeststhebenefii - benefits that w w l d  be obtained if the company has loyal customers 
that include: (1) reduce marketing costs (because the cost to  attract new rclstomerr k more expensive), (2) reduce transaction costs (such as costs of contract 
negotiations, order processing), (3) reduce customer turnover cosk (because fewer consumers replacement), (4) t o  increase cross selling which will enlarge the 
company's market share, (5) word of mouth is more positive, with the a n u m p t h  that consumers are loyal bearti also those who feel satisfied, and (6) reduce 
the cost of failure (such as replacement cost). 
LOYALTY INDICATORS 
Consumers who are loyal very great signiticance for the company. According to Kotlef (200225) there are five indicators that loyal customers, namely: 
a. Customers tend to buy more and longer loyal. 
b. Customers tend cross-selling or add-on-selling. 
c. Customers are not sensitive to price. 
d. Customers will make a positive word of mouth. 
e. Offer ideas to the company's goods or services. 
Customer loyalty will be affected by customer satisfwtion, customer characteristic s w k h i q  barrier, market competition and value. The main factors that affect 
loyalty is customer satisfaction, customer satisfaction will be determined by the hope (expectatton) and product performance. If performance exceeds 
expectations, the customer satisfied and vice versa I the performance is less than mqectatiom, the customer will be dissatisfied. If customer satisfaction is 
fulfilled then the customer loyalty will be created and viceversa if customer satisfaction is not met then the byatty of customers will not be created. 
SERVICE QUAUIV 
Definitions of service quality hold that this Is the result of the comparison that customen make between their expectations about a sewice and their perception 
of the way the service has been performed (Lehtinen & W n e n ,  1982; tewis & Booms. 1983, Gronmos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1985; 1988; Caruana, 2002). 
Service quality is defined as the degree of discrepancy between customers' normative e~pectaUon for sewice and their perceptions of service performance 
(Parasuraman et al., 1985). The definition of service qua l i i  was funher developed as 'the o~lprnll evolucrtion of o spec#% service firm thot results from 
cornporing thotfirm's peMormonce with the customer's genernlexpxtutions of howflmrs in- industry should peMorm (Parasuraman et al., 1988). As the time 
evolve, quality concepts such as total quality management (TQM) and new public management (NPM) have been adopted by many organizations in most 
developed countries as earfy as 1990s. The key objective of NPM. for brstance, is to improve the delivery of service quality by taking a customer-oriented 
approach (Mwita, 2000). Wu et al. (2006) integrates data envelopment analysis (DEA) and neural network (NNs) to examine the relative branch efficiency. The 
use of the DEA technique in performance benchmarking of bank branches has evolved from relative benchmarking of performance in terms of operating 
efficiency (sewice quality) and profitability (Manandhar & Tang, 2002). Among general inslnm'tents, the most popular model used for evaluation of service 
quality is SERVQUAl a well-known scale developed by Parasuraman et al. (1985,1988).The attributes of (Parasuraman et al., 198S), were: tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, competency, wurtesy, assurance, credibility, securitv, access., and understanding Parasuraman et al. (1988) later reduced these ten dimensions 
into five by using a factor analysis. Based on the f i  dimensions, a 22-item suwey instrument for measuring service quality has been developed. These f i  
dimensions are: Tangibles - Physical faciliies, equipment and appearance of personnel. Reliability - Ability t o  perform the promised service dependably and 
accurately. Responsiv- - Willingness to help customers and provide pmmpt m e .  Assurance (including competence, courtesy, credibility and security) - 
Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust and confidence. Empathy (including access, communication, understanding the customer) 
- Caring and individualized attention that the firm provides t o  its customers. Although there has been criticism from some other researchers to SERVQUAL 
instrument (Johnston, 1995), yet SERVQUAL is the instrument most utilized for 'a confirmatory factor anatyses In most cases. Thus, up to date, SERVQUAL has 
proven to be a parsimonious model that has been used in various service organizations and industries to measure service quality including banks (Mc Alexander 
et al., 1994; Cowling & Newman, 1996; Levesque & Mc Dwgall, 1996; Caruana et al., 2000; Caruana, 2002; Sureshchandar et al., 2002; Paswan et al., 2004; Seth 
et al., 2005; Lympempoulos et 11. 2006). 
RLWBlUIV 
Reliabillty is the customer's own reflection on the service experience and on how the service has been or is being performed. In particular, the customer will 
reflect on the service promise and decided if that has been kept. Most customers regard reliability as being the most important of the five dimension of sewlce 
performance (Bateson, 1995). Reliabillty in services is deflned as ability to  perform the promised service dependably and accurately (Berry et al., 1990). 
TANGIBLES 
Tangibles are those factors the customers can see, hear and touch. In most service firms, tangibles include the physical environment, the facllitles, and the 
appearance of the contact personnel. Tangibles are used when assessing physical quality before the service experience (Bateson, 1995). Tangibles are the 
appearance of physical facilitles. equipment, personnel and communication materials (Berry et al.. in Zainol, 2003). Tangibles include the physical evidence of 
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the service such as physical facilities, appearance of service providers, tools or equipment used to provided the service, physical presentation of the service, and 
other customers in the sewice facility (Haksever et al., 2000). 
RESPONSIVENESS 
ReSp~nSiveneSS is the customer's perception of the willingness and ability of staff to respond to the customer's own needs. Responsiveness is particularly 
important to customers who have problems or require some service over and above that which is ordinarily provided (Bateson, 1995). Responsiveness is 
willingness to help customers and provided prompt sewice (Berry et al., 1990; Philip and Steward, 1999). Responsiveness concerns the willingness or readiness 
of employees to provide service. 
ASSURANCE 
Assurance present the customers' trust and confidence in the service and also the courtesy and compentence of service providers. A favorable assessment of 
assurances will indicate that the customer is satisfied that the staff understood his needs and met them, and that no further problems have been created 
(Bateson, 1995). This dimension relates to the knowledge, and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey trust and confident (Berry et al., 1990). 
EMPATHY 
Emphaty is defined as the caring and individualized attention provided to prrtomers (Beny et al., 1990; Philp and Stewart, 1999; Hakseveret et al., 2000). It 
indudes the approachability and ease of contact with the senrice providers and making the effort to understand the customers and their needs (Hakevwet et 
al., 2000) 
MARKmNG 
The success of a company is determined by the marketing abil i i  to determine and implement appropriate marketing policy In the right circumstances as well. 
The notion of marketing according to Kotler translation of Nimom, and Taufik (1995:26) is an activity that is directed to meet the needs and desires of human 
beings through the exchange process. 
MARKETING STRATEGY ON PROWCIS 
Product is the most attention in the marketing mix to another. Whila the notion of products by Stanton, (1995: 165) translation Swasta and lrawan that the 
product is anything that is offered into the market for attention, used a mmamed in order to satisfy consumers' desires or needs which indudes physlcal 
objects, sewices, people, places. organizations and ideas. Products can be goods and services consumed by final consumers or industrial consumers. 
Classifmtion of goods according to the purpose of use by wnsumers can be divided into two groups, namely: 
a. Consumer goods, namely the final consumer of goods bought for consumpaon. Ttlwe are three sections of consumer goods: 
tonvinient ~oods  
Shopping Goods 
Speciality Goods 
b. Industrial goods, ie goods that are purchased to be processed again or forthe benet% of the industry. Industrial goods can be grouped into: 
Raw materials 
Equipment operation 
Components and semi-finished goods 
Installation 
Extra Equipment 
MARKmNG STRATEGIES FOR PRlE 
After the creation of the product then the price is the second element because i f  the pricing is right for the product will affect the continuation of the 
development of these products target market. The definition ofthe price byswastha (1995: 141) is the amount of money (plus a few things if possible) required 
to obtain a number of comblnations of goods and services. In setting p o l e  pnces there are several methods that guided the formulation: 
The price, based on the orientation of the manufacturer to request that set the dlingpricein accwdance with a predetermined price. Policy is usually well 
above considerations of price discrimination among other wbscriptbm differences, &rer\ces over the place and differences over time. 
Determination of cost-oriented pricing that is &ng the sellng price based on c&&hewred ta produce a product so that the goods to consumer. In this 
case the price is a way fur sellers to distinguish one offering fmm competitor. Meanwhile pricing goods considered as a function of differentiation in 
marketing. 
Several kinds of pricing objectives, namely: 
Pricing to grab market share 
Pricing for the purpose of maximum revenue 
Pricing for promotional purposes 
Pricing for pmfm targets 
MARKmNG 5llWTEGY FOR LOCATION 
The location is an industrial product distribution channel services. The location is a place that is used in supplying rervices to the customer. The location 
associated with the decisions made about where the operating company and i t s  staff will be involved. For the type of interaction where the customer came to 
service providers are l~ke the Bank, where the laation is very important. Besides that, according to Hurriyati (2005: 57): in choke place or location requires 
careful consideration of several factors: 
Access, such as lodon, easily accessible public transportation 
a Visibility, such as the location which can be seen dearly from the roadside 
a Traffic, where there are two things to consider, which is the number of people passing by can be a member a great chance of impulse buying, density and 
traffic congestion can aka be a barrier 
a The parking lot is spacious and safe 
Expansion, available space in whlch to expand business in the future 
a Environment, namely the area around the support 
Competition, was the location of competitors 
Government Regulation 
Factors affecting the company in determining the alternative distribution channels, among others: 
a Market Considerations 
a Consideration Goods 
a Company Considerations 
a Consideration Broker 
-- 
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Promotional Consideration 
TOP PROMOTIONAL MARKETING STRAlEGY 
Promotion is a way to influence consumers prefer to buy directly for certain goods and services. In addition, promotions are also driving purchases act fast so as 
a whole will determine the success of the campaign, because of its attraction gets the message delivered. According to Alma (2004: 179) campaign is a form of 
marketing communication Is a marketing activity that tries to spread information. influence, persuade, and /or remind the target market or company and its 
products to willing to accept, buy and loyal to the products offered by the company concerned. According to George (1991: 53) which be interpreted by Asri, the 
nature of sales promotion are: 
Sales promotions generate faster response than ads. 
Sales promotion tends to attract a new buyer is not a long-term interest only been established, because the promotion only to attract consumers, who are 
always moving between various kinds of brand depends on the special offers available. 
The buyers of certain brands that each tends to not change the pattern of the buyers, although there is a competitive campaign. 
BANK AND (IUSTOMERS 
Banking and financial services are an important part of services ~ndumy mish kin, (2001). He also conducted that who are satisfied and also complained with the 
services recovery efforts ofthe bank are three times more likely to recommend the bank to some one else and to do increased business with the bank. 
Now, banks managers knew that delivering quality service to customers is major important for success and survival in today's global and competitive banking 
environment Customers- seller relationship ir recognized as pervasive, lnesapable and high interdependent, with ties between consumers and business vital to 
the interest of both parties. Both parties which are customer and form wlll gain mutual reward by having a customer relationship. Consumer's benefit in terms 
of enhanced value, better quality and increased satisfaction with their purchased (File &Princed, 1993). While the other parties which are firm will gain benefit 
from greater sales volume, better operating efficiencies, positive wwd of ma& p u b f i ,  improwd customer feedback, and decreased marketing expanses 
(Riechheld& Sasser, 1990; Vavra, 1992). 
Now days, there are many variety of new banking products such as automated teller, machine, phone banking, tele- banking, inter banking and many others. All 
these products were developed for the purposed to accommodatethe inLlleesed of the customer needs, giving a clear direction regarding the changes of the 
banking industry has going through during the last two decades. Costofoftransadionhas been reduced and at the same time can increased the speed of services 
substantially. Growing applications of these technologies especially the corn- network to banking has led to more usage of electronic banking. 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This study formulates the antecedents of customer loyalty as shown in F- 1. In the Feseard, framework, it shows that tangible, reliability, responsiveness, 
assurance, empathy, cornitment, marketing strategy on produt, marketing stratE[n on price, marketing strategy on location and marketing strategy on 
promotion are direct predictors of customer loyalty. The literature indicates &at taw& reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, comitment, marketing 
strategy on produt, marketing strategy on price, marketing strategy on lo- aridkrkclkrg sgategy on promotion are direct antecedents of customer loyalty. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Services quality offers a sustainable competitive advantage to a bank bnaude it t M s t e S  value and ako customer satisfaction. However, services quality is 
reduced drastically by services breakdowns. The result of services breakdowm ak? custolnen d i i c t h  and possibly customers defection depending on the 
customer's trust, knowkdge and the availability of alternative services provider. Ih the tibnkii sector, to maintain and having a doser relationship with the 
entire or existing customers are wry important. The maintenance of customers h.mt in the rrtail banking industry is of considerable importance as it can impact 
on the likelihood of retaining existing customers (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) and a t t a w  oew onas. Farthennore, trust in a bank can also be more important to a 
bank customer than price. So each bank must make sure that their sewice fulfil their atstomerr' needs and wants. The focus on this reaserch is to identify the 
common relationship senrice quality and marketing undetplnning on customer Iuqalty in banking seetm. This research will also look whether ail dimensions 
mentioned contributed equally or differentially towardsthe bpky of the customer. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS 
Hence this particular study focuses on the Serviie quali i  factors and strategic mark- fact013 on customer loyalty : indication from Nanggroe Aceh 
Darussalam Bank-Indonesia" 
PURPOSE OF STUDY 
1. General purpose 
This study examines the concept of five underpinnings of relationship service quality and four underpinnings of relationship marketing and the concept of 
customer loyalty. In Particular, ~t aims to explore the nature of relationship se~h?S quality and marketing underpinning and how it will affect each of the 
customers to be loyal towards their bank 
z.Spcdffcprrpmc 
In assuring that the above objectives can be achieve, there are few specpecmC objectives mat need to be accomplished. These specific objemves are as follows: 
to determine whether services quality influence the extent to which customef s loyalty towards their banks 
to determine whether marketing strategy influence the extent to whlh customer's loyalty towards their banks 
RESEARCH OBIECRWS 
The objectives of the research indude; 
I. To analyze the relathship between tangibles and custaners loyalty 
2. To analyze the relationship between reliaklfty and customers loyalty 
3. To analyze the relationship between responsiveness and customers loyalty 
4. To analyze the r e l a t i i l p  between assurance and customers loyalty 
5. To analyze the relationship between emphatyand customers loyalty 
6. To analyze the relationship between marketing strategy on Product and customers loyalty 
7. To analyze the relationship between marketing strategy on price and customers loyalty 
8.  To analvze the relationship between marketing strategy on location and customers loyalty 
9. To analyze the relationship between marketing strategy on promotion and customers loyalty 
HYPOTHESIS 
This study aims to investigate relations among service quality and marketing on customer loyalty. According to our frame work the following hypotheses are 
formulated. 
HI: Tangibles may have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
HZ: Reliabllitv mav have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty . . 
H3: Responslveness may have significant positive relationship on customers l0yalty 
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H4: Assurance may have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
HS: Emphaty may have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
H6: Marketing strategy on product may have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
H7: Marketing strategy on price may have signficant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
H8: Marlceting strategy on location may have significant positive relationship on customers loyalty 
H9: Marketing Strategy on Promotion may have significant positive relationship on customen loyalty 
FIGURE I: RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 
reliability Marketing strategy 
responsiveness -. Customer loyalty 4 
assurance Marketing strategy 
empathy Marketing strategy 
METHODOLOGY 
SEL€ClWN AND MEIISURB 
The most frequent use of data collection is by way of questionnaaks. It is used tomeaNre the past behaviour, and respondent characteristics (Kinnear & Tiylor, 
1996). The questionnaire designed for this research was formulated as open rnded and dosed-ended questions which were normally structured for respondents 
to select their cholces of statement from a list of questions presented to them. We use scale by five-point scales described at either end ~y -strongly 
disagree' to  "strongly agree' were used. 
In the first part, the respondent's demographic profiles were asked such age, uhmDimal qualifikation, occupation and monthly income. The second 
pan consists of 39 questions. The entire questions were base 
don the dimemion of the variables. 
INTERN 
t o d i n a a p m m m o r ~ k a t i o n t u t h e a d o n m a t ~ a n  2 ~ h s ~ p m w i & t h r o u & b n m  
erch*gr ln nrerlcetin(r (R)mtr and Ireman. 19991 3. ~ s u a h  
4. Infomntbnthnt@bmdmnts 
5. Lirmry bythe Bank's poa,mment 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 
This particular study focuses mainly on the effect of services qualily and marketing on customer loyally. Thts study considered customers from different banks by 
analping the customer loyalty. Since the study is more of fact findtng one, the research follows descriptive study design as its plan of action. 
POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
The populatton selected for the study conslsts of the banks in vartous district in Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam. The customers who are having different soclo 
background, likely gender, age, educational qualtfication, occupatton and monthly income are considered as the criteria for the selection of sample. This 
criterion chosen in order to asses s there any difference among these customers wrth regards to their loyally to  the banks that their chosen. A total of 100 
customers who are patronizing dltferent banks were request t o  complete a questionnase. A respondent rate of 75% was collected beck responding t o  75 
responses that contained measures of the constructs of concern the questionnaire were distributed to the respondents by using slmple random sampling 
method. Under slmple random sampling method, all elements In the customers are considered and each element in the customers are cons~dered and each 
elements has an equal chance of being chosen as the subject (sekaran, 2009). A respondent rate of 75% was d lected beck responding t o  75 responses. The 
research sample was selected from a range of demographic elements for processing based on non probability sampling in Aceh-Indonesia with focus point on 
banks in Nanggrae Aceh Darussalam. Non probability sampllng techniques are in which unlts of that sample are selected on the basis of personal ~udgrnent or 
convenience. The probability of any particular member1 customers of the populabon being chosen Is unknown (Zihud, 1997). 
TTPES AND SOURtES OF DATA l W E  
Type of data in  this study is the data subject (Self-Repon Data). Where according lndriantoro (1999:145) data on the subject is the kind of research data in the 
form of opinion research, attltude, experience and characteristin of the person or persons who become subject research responders. 
SOURCE DATA 
1. Primaq Data 
Data used in thts research is the primary data is the data sought and processed individually by the investlgators and has not been published by indnridual groups 
or institutions t o  the uanous parttes concerned. 
2.koawlaqQata 
Secondary data source research data obtained directly through a medla researcher intermediary / acquired and recorded by others (Indriantoro, 1999:147). 
Techniques used in the collection of secondary data obta~ned from h t u r e  studies mkmnt t o  the research, as well as an overview of enterprise data obtained 
from magazines or via the internet. 
DATA COUtTION TECHNIQUES 
To obtatn the desired data and relevant t o  the subject matter, the authoFs use sevmal techniques pengunpulan data that can help in thls research. The 
techniques that I use In this data collection are as follows: 
1. Interview / Interview 
interviews were conducted data collection techniques and the customer rebted to the research this objectives. Hence,with direct interviews with 
office banks in providing information relating t o  the data that the authors need. 
II. Questionnaire 
The questionnaire is a technique of data collection by making a list of q ~ n s a n d  tha wknffted t o  a complete customer data and information obtained to 
achieve the o b p h R s  of thls research. 
RESEMOI INSlRUMFNTS 
~nstruments to collect data in thls study were prepared questionnaires fcY measuring the variables of research by prowding a scale score of answers to 
questions. Scale was used Ukert scale. Each question has five alternative answers. 
DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
ANALYnCAL METHODS 
To pmve the influence of independent variables t o  the dependent variable then used multiple mgression equabon Muttiple regresslon equation as follows: 
Y = a + b l X l  + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5+ b6X6+ b7X7+ MX8t b9X4r e 
Where: 
Y =Customer Loyally 
a = Constant 
X I  =Tangibles 
X2 = Reliability 
X3 = Remsiveness 
X4 Assurance 
X5 = Emphaly 
X6 = Marketing Strategies for ProduN 
X7 = Marketing Strategies for Price 
X8 = Marketing Strategies for Locatlon 
X9 =for Promotion Marketing Strategy 
bl-bn = regression coefficients 
e =Error 
TEST VAU W 
n is a test that b intended to simplify the items that were used direct)y in measuring the research variables, whether there items have accuracy In explaining a 
variable used in the study who viewed the value of loading fsctor. Factor coefficient (loadfng) which has absolute value> 0:40 means that uariable has a value of 
the accuracy of the qualified. 
TEST RElJMIulY 
According Supranto (2001: 45) test the reliability test is a test t o  measure whether realibd or reliable data and can be used in  processing the data in this study, 
using the d c i e n t  alpha cmnbach. If the value of coefficient alpha cronbad> 0.60 then the data can be declared reliable or powerful. 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
- - 
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All the 9 factors (XI, X2, X3, X4, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, and X9) that included infactor analysis were found most vital in survival skill explaining 0.021, 0.082, 0.019, - 
0.019,0.085, 0.062,0.030,0.028 and 0.086 of the variance respectively. Thus all the factors then considered for further analysis. 
REUABlllTY TEST 
Reliabili test was conducted on independent and dependent variables, services quality, marketing and customer loyalty. Reliability test used to view the 
reliability of instruments has been declared invalid. Instrument says reliable, using the coefficient alpha croanbach. If the value croanbach alpha coeficienb 
0.60. the Cronbach's alpha values of the study variables are shown in the table. Ar the result, vonbach's alpha for the customer loyalty variables range from 
0.794 to 0.976 and considered for the study. 
VALIDlTY TEST 
Validity test is done by using the correlation between the score of each - each item questions with a total score. Techniques used in this study is factor analysis. 
For the calculation process, the researcher uses SPSS 14.00. The method used Varlmax Rotation and variables have factor loading more than 0.4 otherwise 
appropriate for factor analysis Testing with Kaiser's MY\ method shows the value of 0.500. This value means the data obtained is valid or appropriate for factor 
analysis. 
TABLE 3: VAUDCrY TESTING RESULT 
KMO AND BARNnr N.r 
5 0 0 0  DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
The data collected of soclo demographics wen analyzed on the basis of Qsuipth statistics. SPSS 14.00 version was used to analyzed the data collected. The 
details ofthe analysis are given below. 
TABLE 4: SOQI) -HIC ANALYSIS 
LQndcr 
I 3 . ~ ~ 4 , , 0 0 0 r w l ~  , (  6 I 
Table. 4 shows the socio demographic of respondents. From the table most ofthe respondents are female 50.7% (38) and male 49.3% (37). The table also shown 
that 56% or 42 respondenfs age between 20- 39 years.24percent or 18 respondents answered the questionnaire are age between 40.49 years. The remaining of 
20% or 15 no's of the respondents were age 50 years and above. The data shown, 32 % or 24 respondents' hold degree, while 41.3% or 31 respondents' hold a 
master and 26.7% or 20 respondents' hold a postgraduate d-e. The rewh of respondeng occupation is shown that 73.3 %or 55 respondents are working in 
gwernment sector, 17.3 %[ 13 respondents) had their own business and others gained Is 9.3% or 7 respondents work in private sector. Table found that 76 % or 
57 respondents' income below RM 2,000.00 per month. On the other hand. 16 %or 12 respondents' Income between RM 2,001.00- RM 3999.00 whlle 8 %or 6 
respondents' income between RM 4000.00 and above. 
ANAL= OF VARlANQ (ANOVA) 
In statistics, analysis of variance (ANOVA) Is a cdkction of statistical models, and their sssodated procedures, in which the observed variance is partltloned Into 
components due to different erqlanatay variaMer The Initbl techniques ofthe analysis of variance were developed by R .A Hsher statistician and geneticist In 
the 1920s and 1930s, and & sometimes known as Fisher's ANOVA or Fisher's analysis of variance. 
The basic procedure is to derive two dierent estimates of population variance from the data, then calculate a static from the ratio of these two estimates 
(Coakes & Steed, 2007). One of these rnhates (betweewgroups variance) is a measure of the effect of the independent variable combined with error variance 
while within-group variance Is a measure of error variance by itself. A signlicant F-ratio indicates that the population means a n  probably not all equal. 
The result of the independent variable combined is signlficanse at 0.000 or less of 0.05 level (p 0.5%). A can be explained that all independent variables are 
tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, emphaty, assurance, strategy marketing on product, strategic marketing on price, strategic marketing on location, 
strategic marketing on promotion haw significant relation with customer's loyalty. And R-square at 0.979 or 97.9% independent variables have capability to 
influence or as predictors of dependent variables.The results of ANOVA are shown in the table below. 
TABLE 5: ANOVA 
- 
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b Dependent Variable: Y 
. ., - - - - - - - - - - - . 
TABLE 6: MODEL SUMMARY (b) 
CORREUTlON 
A number of different coefficients are used for different situations as mentioned by Coakes & Steed (2007). The best known is the Pearson product-moment 
wrrelatlon wefflcient, which is obtained by dividing the covariance of the two variables by them product of their standard deviations. Pearson's comlatlon 
reflects the degree of linear relationship between two variables. It ranges from +1 to -1. A correlation of +1 means that there is a perfect positive linear 
relationship between variables. A correlation of -1 means that there is a perfect negative linear relationship between variables. A correlation of 0 means there is 
no linear relationship between the two variables. Correlations are rarely if ever 0.1. or -1. A certain outcome could indicate whether correlations are negative or 
Positive. 
TABLE 7: CORRELATION BETWEEN SERVICES WAUTY AND MARKETING ON CUSTOMER LOYALTY 
(**) Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
Table 7 shows there is a sfgnificant positive correlation between Mnrices quaw and marketing dimension and customers' loyalty with a significant value at 
0.000. Hence we accept the Hyphothesis In other words se~ces  qualftlr and marketing dimension and customers' loyalty are related with a high relationship (r 
= 0.979) 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
To determine the influence of tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, marketing strategies for product, price, place and promotion of 
customer loyalty In Nanggroe Aceh Da~SSalam Banks, then conducted muftiple regression anaw as shorn in Table 8 below. 
Model 
1 





TABLE 9: THE SUMMARY OF HYPOTnESES 
THE MWOTHESlS I nNwNo 
~l:~a~w~bksrnrvhnr---~~-m 1 Accept4 
TABLE a Mu&TlPlE nEGmON 
DISCUSSION 
Regression Analysis shows that tangibles have significant impact on customer loyalty. This result is similarly to the findings by Sureshchandar et ai. (2003). It has 
been observed that there is a changing trend and respondents did not treat tangibles as an Important measurement anymore due to'availabiltty of self-sewice 
terminals. Therefore, the bank must look into interior rather than upgrading the proficiency of their self-servlce terminals. Banks customen do view the 
tangibles as an important factor for them. 
Reliability is found to have positive relationship with customer loyalty. The finding is supported by the previous researchers including Nguyen & Lebianc (2001) 
and Bellini et al. (2005). Reliability was found to be not significant to customer satisfaction. This is in the line with the finding that customers may stay with an 
organization even it predicts they are dissatisfied because they perceive they have no choice (Zeithhaml et a1.,1996). 
Findlnp indicate that the relationship between responsiveness and customer loyalty is significant. Hence , these results are one way to the prior findiigs in 
other studies (Jun & Cai, 2001; Diaz & Ruiz, 2002; Joseph et at., 2005; Glaveli et al., 2006). Customer loyalty remains an important factor that bank has to ensure 
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Std. Error of the Estimate 
36874 
As for the relationship and contribution of service quality ~ M b i e S  of tangibility, dkhifky, resresponsiwnerr, assurance, empathy and marketlng s&tegy 
vanables on product, prke, place and promotion of banks customer in Nanggroe Aceh D a ~ m b m ,  can be seen correlations cwfficlent and determinants in the 
summary table as follows. 
From the table were obtained as following equation: 
Y =4.375 +1.230Xl+l.O55X2+ 1.WX3 + .1.250X4+0.836 W +1.095X6+1.195~+1.212X8+0.994X9 
Unawwtardiid CoeffMmls 1, Sta@diitd Coeffidents 
Change Statist& 
R Square Change 1 F Change I dfl 1 df2 1 Sig. F Change 
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in order to make profit. Customers, who use a particular bank service, consider switching bank as a threat. Customer are more educated and knowledgeable, 
their demand is also on an increasing trend. In order to stay In the business, bank need to improvise their customer service campaign. Loyalty program can be 
used as one of the tools to retain customer. With the emergence of foreign bank, local bank need to improve thew service quality by prov~ding more experienced 
employees to serve the customer in the operations. Results from hypotheses testing also show that responsiveness found to have positive relationship with 
customer satisfaction this is In line with Glaveli et al. (2006) who highlighted the speed of service delivery enhanced perception of service quality while Joseph et 
al. (2005) Indicated that 'no waiting time' raised customers' satlsfactlon level Empathy has slgniflcant posltive relationship with customer loyalty. This evidence 
is supported by the findings by Butcher (2001). Ndublsi (2006) and Ehigie (2006). As suggested by Butcher (2001). friendship between customers and particular 
service empluyees has a major influence on the development of customer loyalty. According to Ndublri (2006), customer satisfaction can be achieved by offering 
personallzed, flexible and adjustable services to suit the needs of customers. This IS in line with the findings of this research that empathy has positive impact on 
customer satisfaction. 
This study shows a significant relationship between assurance and customer loyalty and is consistent with previous studies including Lymperopoulos et al. (2006) 
and Ndubisi (2006). In this study, assurance was found to be a significant prediction of customer satisfaction and this is in line with Ndublsl(2006) arguing the 
communication is dearly a strong indicator of overall satisfaction and important source of customer satisfaction in the Aceh banking sector. In this study, it is 
also found that satsfactlon has effect on the relationships between service quality dimensions (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, empathy and assurance) 
and customer loyalty. This result is consistent with studies done by Caruana (2002). Butcher (2001). Ehigie (2006) and Lam & Burton (2006). Credit cards, 
personal loan and Insurance products marketers manage to get customers' information from somewhere. From here, they will make calls to customers, 
marketing their products. With the banking i n d u w  outsourcing some of their departments, this will lead to further potential of ~stomers' irrformation belng 
divulged without permisslon. Bank should look into this area because customerr will not be happy to find out that their information has been sold to third party 
without their consent. From this study, it can be noticed that the overall respondents evaluate the bank positively. However, there are still rooms for 
improvements. 
Loyal customers for a product that is owned by Banks Aceh is crucial for the survival of these firms. As financial semces company that manage customer, the 
Bank should be able to create products to meet customer needs. This k in acmrdance with the opinion of Kder (2000: 428) that the service product is 
everything that can be offered by manufacturers to note, requested, purchased, w consumed by the market as the fulfillment of needs or desires the relevant 
market. Products offered indude physical goods, se~ices, people or indkiduals, plam, organizations and ideas. So the product can be tangible and Intangible 
benefits that may satlsfv the customer. 
According to Cravens (1998: 25) performance and the excellence d a product is very important in influencing the level of customer loyalty. This means that if the 
product offered in a response fmm customers and meet customer demands and In line with their expectations. Conversely, If customers disappointed with what 
is glwn then they will not repeat it again. 
Furthermore Cravens (2003: 143) states set prices for goods and senices is a lu?y straw for the company as a consequence of deregulation of increasingly 
fierce global competition, low growth in many markets and opportunfties for canpnles to establish market positions. The cost factors in the product is In the 
form of bank profit (interest/services) obtained from customer on depasits money k an atcountmanaged by banks, interest / services specified may be greater, 
lower or equal to competitors. Customers feel s a t i i d  with the price set a d f  to the value or benefits and meet customer expectations. Their satisfied 
makes them loyal to the banks. 
The promotion is to communicate and convey information to consumers orpmspecthregurLtlaser of a marketed product. Cornmunicatlons that the company is 
often called a campaign. W i o m  of this campaign cannot walk alone, becaw t k part of mrkm Worn. So the implementation must also be supported by 
other marketing wisdom. Such as product policy, sales policy, distribution pdky. Thin~esoe the Mlumed sales, the company doing varlous forms of promotion 
such as advertising, whlch is a form of presentation of the promotion of nowpef$mnel of Ideas, goods and services by a specific sponsor and paid by these 
sponsors. Usually advertising often uses media such as billboards, banners, radio, telcvbion, nwq~pm, magazines and so forth. Personal selling is a form of 
promotion using sales force where they entered into an oral agreement in the of one w mom potential buyers to sell something. Direct sales force 
to deal with customers. This activity requires a large cost. if its use IS expanding. Wo requires a quality sales force. Sales Promotion w h i i  includes a variety of 
promotional tool as an incent-he for short-term that is designed in such a way to i n e m t e  markctingfaEter and stronger. Space for sales promotion Include ewt 
and into the company. To get out of sales promot i i  through a broker. As for all ernplbym intothe caRrtha is connected directly to the consumer loyalty. 
In order to achieve success in such a technology driven, complex, and competitive market of today, there are few key areas that need to be considered if banks 
want their customer to be loyal. One of the keys areas is pb ing  the information about customers and thereby better understanding their needs and serves 
them satisfactorily. Hence, there are more and more firnus spending a M on strong firm a@mler telat&nship for the purpose in gaining invaluable information 
on how best in serving customers and keep them from turning to the f ims or organizations. Therefore, nowadays Nstomer relationship service quality and 
marketing becomes the key factor in detemlning a firm's profit. 
IMPUCATION 
The discussion part dearly indicates various services quality and marketing strategy and lb influence on customer loyalty. It is well pointed in the finding that 
majority customers are having high concerns and loyal on various service quality and marketing strategy. Banks should concern the particularly area such as 
services quality and always to developed the strategy marketing to keep survive in business. Innovation and motivation are being a part of successful business in 
the future. 
CONCLUSION 
From the data analysis has been done at Nanggroe Aceh Datumlam Banks-lndonesla, it can be concluded that: 
8 Thwe is positive slgnifant relationship between tangibility and customer loyally at Nanggroe Aceh DaNSSalam BankcIndonesia 
There is positive sign-hnt relationship between reliability and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh Da~ssabm Banldndonesia 
8 There is positive s l g n i n t  relationship between responsiveness and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh h~SSaiam Banks-Indonesia 
8 There is positive sgdficant relationship between assurance and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh Datussalam Bank-Indonesia 
8 There is positive significant relationship hetween empathy and customer loyalty at Nanggrw Aceh D a N S a h  BanWndonesia 
8 There is positive significant relationship between Marketing strategy for products and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh DaNSalam Banks-Indonesia 
8 There is positive significant relationship between Marketing strategy over the price and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh Da~srakm Banks-Indonesia 
8 There is positive significant relationship between Makt ing strategy for the location and Nstomer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh Da~ssabm Banks-Indonesia 
8 There is positive signifant relationship between Marketing strategy on promotion and customer loyalty at Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam Banks-Indonesia 
Although customer servlce has been evaluated long time ago, but it is still one study that banks must continue to conduct in order to meet the changes in the 
banking Industry. New technologies must be incorporated as a factor to measure servlce quality in future researches. Researches and related questionnalres 
must also be accommodated with the new banking requirements of the customer. A clearer understanding as to the sequence of relationship between service 
quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty can help to ensure better targeting of customer using limited marketing resources. 
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